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Maritime fraud, international intrigue
and an indefatigable investigator.

Maritime fraud, international intrigue
and an indefatigable investigator.

In Freetown, Sierra Leone, on presenting his British passport at 
immigration, the official returned Don Oliver’s passport with the 
remark: “There’s a page missing.” After a few perplexing moments, 
Don got the message and slipped a US$20 note into his passport 
whereupon it was stamped with a visa.

Don Oliver is a specialist marine insurance surveyor and has visited 
countless ports and places throughout the world, uncovering the 
truth behind some suspicious insurance claims, and others, 
downright audacious and fraudulent!

Not content with putting his feet up and retiring, Don is still on the 
maritime beat, and now telling the real stories behind his 
investigations into some of the world’s most ingenious insurance 
frauds and fraudsters.

Why sink the Lavest? Who swapped the contents? How do you get gold 
out of the jungle?
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Don Oliver’s life’s work flits him from one scam to another, 
criss-crossing the globe, exposing the most extraordinary people bent on 

fooling the system with mind-boggling schemes ... but not for long ...
There’s a Page Missing reads like a detective novel: 

fast-moving, fun and often incredible.
www.bookblurb.co.za
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ABOuT ThE AuThOr

Don Oliver is an 
independent specialist 
marine surveyor based 
in South Africa. His 
clients are mainly 
insurers of cargo whilst 
in transit from one 
place to another and 
his job is to investigate 
claims for damage 
and loss. This work 
has taken him all over 
the world and he has 
exposed major maritime 
frauds. He has also 
dealt with numerous 
cases which had their 
own fascination due 
to strange quirks and 
circumstances. Don now 
lives in Cape Town with 
his wife, Di.
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In Freetown, Sierra Leone, on presenting his 
passport at immigration, the official returned Don 
Oliver’s passport with the remark: “There’s a page 
missing.” After a few perplexing moments, Don 
got the message and slipped a US$20 note into his 
passport whereupon it was stamped with a visa.

Not content with putting his feet up and retiring, 
Don is still on the maritime beat, and now telling 
the real stories behind his investigations into 
some of the world’s most ingenious insurance 
frauds and fraudsters.
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